Addendum

TO: Bidders
FROM: Little Diversified Architectural Consulting
615 S. College St., Suite 1600, Charlotte, North Carolina 28202
TODAY’S DATE: April Twenty-Ninth, Two Thousand Twenty-Four
PROJECT: Appalachian State University – Hickory – Phase IIA
800 17th St. NW Hickory, NC 28601
PROJECT NO: Little Job Number: 1131287502 / SCO#: 22-25410-01B
ADDENDUM NO: 01

Addendum:

The attention of the contractor(s) is called to the following clarifications, additions and changes in plans and specifications regarding the project referenced above. It shall be the responsibility of the contractor(s) to include these clarifications, additions and changes to the Procurement Documents dated April Twenty-Ninth, Two Thousand Twenty-Four.
Addendum: Clarification Items

General Clarifications:

1) See attached Pre Bid Meeting Minutes, Drawings, and Specification Sections

2) A010AN:
   a) Head Wall Detail has been updated

3) A102AN:
   a) Missing Wall Tags and general notes have been added
   b) Additional Monitor has been added
   c) Door 2221A has been updated
   d) Door 224B with card reader has been added

4) A122AN:
   a) General Notes and Dimensions have been added
   b) Ceiling Detail at the Cyber Lab has been updated

5) A402AN:
   a) Cane rail detail has been revised
   b) Casework has been updated
   c) Detail 0T4 has been clarified

6) A403AN:
   a) Column wraps have been added to new construction and demolition

7) A802AN:
   a) Finish schedule and tags have been updated

8) A841AN:
   a) Note clarifying Lab Casework as OPCI has been added

9) A900AN:
   a) Door Schedule has been updated for new doors
   b) New Frame type has been added

10) AD102AN:
    a) Clarifying notes have been added
    b) Language around the existing temporary walls has been added – coordinate with owner
11) Electrical Drawings
   a) ADD Power/Data combo recessed box for flat panel on plan north wall in Cyber Lab 2221. Add receptacle within new box to circuit 2LB-1.
   b) ADD Power/Data combo recessed box for flat panel on plan south wall in Cyber Lab 2221. Add receptacle within new box to circuit 2LA-31.
   c) ADD receptacle within Power/Data combo recessed box for flat panel in Corridor-3 to circuit 2LA-31.
   d) REVISE receptacle location within Prep-2 to accommodate new door location.
   e) ADD provisions for card reader at plan north door in Prep-2.
   f) ADD provisions for card reader at plan south door in Prep-2.
   g) ADD AV Junction box with conduit to accessible ceiling space behind podium in General Science Lab -2.
   h) REVISE power and data at the podium in the General Science Lab -2 to be wall mounted rather than in a floor box.
   i) ADD AV Junction box with conduit to accessible ceiling space behind podium in Computer Classroom – Alternate 1.
   j) REVISE AV Conduit size from 1-1/4"C to 2"C in key note 11.

Attachments
- ASU Hickory Phase IIA_MM_ADD 1: Pre-Bid Conference Meeting Minutes, Existing Floor Plan, RFI Log
- ASU Hickory Phase IIA_PM_ADD 1: Added specification sections for the Project Manual
- ASU Hickory Phase IIA_DWG_ADD 1: Revised Architectural and Electrical Drawings

END OF ADDENDUM